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INTERVIEW WITH STANLEY PRAIMNATH, 3-16-04, 26 Federal Plaza

Fuji Bank on 79th - 82nd floors of south tower; administrative floors, officers
on 79, SP's office on 81st floor;
Got out of elevator, was walking down long hallway and, in direction of
Jersey City, flames coming down (from 1st plane crash); 1st plane must have
hit while he was in elevator;
Called boss; received calls from mother, brothers etc, says he's all right;
Says to temp who works for Fuji Bank, let's get out;
20 people (everyone who was there) from Fuji Bank headed automatically for
the elevators; (SP was a fire warden, but did not have to direct people out,
everyone just went)
Ran out of his office, into the hallway, toward north side of building; got the
local elevator to 78th; and then the express down; w/ other 19 people,
including temp; no conversation in the elevator;
As going through the turn-styles in the lobby, encounters 2 male African-
American PA security guards (in blue blazers, would be Summit Security);
one says, where are you guys going? Go back to your office. Your office is
secure. (SP wonders if these people were paid off by Al Quaeda); then hears
public announcement, your building is safe, go back to your office;
For some reason, SP tells temp to take rest of day off and she leave; security
guards did not stop her; but everyone else goes back, bosses etc, so out of peer
pressure SP goes back;
SP walks half-heartedly back to elevators and goes up with remaining 18
people; after getting off the express elevator on the 78th floor, they each take
the local to their respective floors (all of these 18 other people ended up
dying);
On 82, 1 man stepped out in front of SP, who was going up to get laptop; he
goes to men's room and SP went back to his office;
SP claims that the PA announcement was repeated continuously during this
time; was still going on when he got back up to his office;
The phone was ringing and it was a girl from Chicago who had visited the
office recently and was no saying get out, get out; SP asks why (still doesn't
know what happened);
SP is standing there on the phone, looking toward statue of liberty, and sees
the second plane come toward him, hears it; he drops the phone and screams
"Lord I can't do this, you take over"; then he dives under the desk;
The plane flies in straight, then at the last minute tilts, so that the bottom wing
wedged in his office door 20 ft from his desk; [this is a bit confusing, as the
plane hit floors 78 to 84, the upper wing sliced through the 84th floor and, I
thought the lower wing, hit the 78th floor]
The ceiling caved in; half of 82nd floor caved in; all walls were knocked flat;
total demolition, like someone threw cement in air;



Only SP's desk stood firm with his bible on top; rubble piled on top;
Bottom wing of plane starts to burn, like a glow; SP cannot see the rest of
plane which is on higher floor.
No light; jet fuel smelling profusely, like sulfur;
SP is temporarily deaf, so could not hear any further announcements, but
surmised there were not any; says electricity was cut off on his floors (same
source for 78 - 82, so would not have been able to hear; at some point does
hear fire / evacuation alarm (automatic siren) but obviously not helpful;
Tries to get up but his head hit the ceiling, he was covered in debris up to his
shoulder; the sprinklers were on, causing wires hanging from the ceiling to
spark;
SP lies down flat on top of the mound and crawls northward across floor,
towards a light which he sees [this is the flashlight of Brian Clark, a Euro
Broker employee who had descended from the 84th floor with a group of
people; BC is in stairwell A, discussing whether to go up or down with this
group and 2 people who were ascending the stairs; see Brian Clark interview];
SP's passage is obstructed by one remaining wall of sheetrock (drywall);
SP starts screaming for help and BC squeezes through doorframe onto 81st

floor and tells SP that if he wants to live, he must jump over the wall; the wall
is approx 10 ft high and SP is 5'9";
SP can barely breathe at this point; 95% of body black and blue, swollen
beyond recognition (later his young daughter would not even recognize him);
lost shirt and undershirt tattered;
Tries to jump but knocks down part of ceiling and screws goes through his
hand; he has to pull it out; eventually punched through wall and BC grabbed
hand;
Then he jumped a second time, with such force that he managed to grabbed
onto the top, BC reached around his neck and pulled him over; BC must have
been standing on something; SP knocked BC over, told him he was his
guardian angel; shook hands, introduced each other; became blood brothers;
Walked down stairs from 81st floor; could not hear anything but walls
crackling, flames licking up, water cascading down stairs, sparks (dangerous
to hold onto banister); from 81st to 80th a lot of debris, slid down;
SP surmises that no one else on his floor was still alive and, if they were, they
would not have been able to reach any stairways; he barely did, only because
he happened to see EC's light; otherwise, he probably would not have gotten
to stairway A; too much debris for people to get to stairways; also they would
probably die soon of suffocation (from jet fuel);
During descent, sees only Jose Merrero going up to help; around the 50's,
nobody else going down or up;
BC slowing him down on way so that he doesn't get hurt;
They enter 44th floor, where there is man lying down, seriously hurt, who says
please tell my wife and baby that I loved them; Italian guy, with wounds;
African-American security guard was staying with him, says don't touch him,
will hurt him more, but call for help;



Continued down stairs, BC putting hand against doors to check for fire, re-
enters (31st) floor and BC dials 911; transferred a lot etc, leaves message;
BC & SP call wife; she works for SIAC (does software for NYSE) hidden
over Bklyn Bride, legal dept, for security reasons; she had gone home, after
seeing plane hit, thought SP was dead;
Down in lobby, a lot of emergency personnel, mostly FDNY, some cops and
EMS workers doing light triage (not sure if to civilians or other emergency
people); more FF's still coming in;
FF's were belching out orders to run to Liberty, don't look up or around, just
run;
As SP and BC were doing so, FF's running in direction of stairs they just left;
SP said there's no one up there; they should go; (don't think they listened to
him)
No one questioned BC and SP as to where they came from or how they
descended, despite their late timing coming out and SP's physical condition;
BC and SP run through concourse, lots of emergency workers, and exit by
Sam Goody on Liberty; as they're running, SP gives BC his card
For some reason, no debris hit them though it was raining down;
While they were running, heard screams, shouting, then everyone cheering on
Literally runs into priest; priest tells SP he needs a hospital and they both need
a church; continue to Trinity Church,
While holding onto fence of church; watching WTC, SP says building is
going down; BC is engineer says it won't, then stops short and building comes
down (as soon as he says steel doesn't bend);
Area right around WTC is cordoned off, but thousands of civilians were on
street, just stopped to watch;
When tower collapsed, dragged smoke down like vacuum cleaner, giant
Tsunami;
Jumps in truck with Italian guy and says to go to Bklyn Bridge; guy thinks
he's Mohammed Atta, offer him a cigarette; SP has had enough smoke for one
day; thousands of people on bridge;
Gets to bridge but afraid to walk over, it might blow up; then an African-
American man drives him to where wife works (happens to live across the
street); he fights security there to see her but she's home; eventually gets
home and 1 daughter doesn't recognize him; 1 was going to kill herself with a
butter knife;
Has read that stairways B & C were severed, so would be freefall if tried to
enter;
WTC should have back-up generators, exhaust fans for smoke; what good are
elevator springs, will only save elevator not people;
hi 1993, SP was on 79th floor of south tower, having lunch; felt building rock;
lights flickered, smoke starts to rise; Fuji's security people directed everyone
upstairs ; did not see PA people at all, but overheard them talking among each
other in the hallways (eventually got up there) saying it was too windy to do
airlift from roof;


